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NEWSLETTER VOL XVIII  
2018 YEAR OF THE DOG 

 

Ushering the Year of the Dog, yeah…I know I a little too late….or rather, waaaaay too late but 

nevertheless, I for one, love this year because I am born in the year of the dog too. Dog is the 

eleventh in the 12-year cycle of Chinese zodiac sign. The Years of the Dog include 1922, 1934, 

1946, 1958, 1970, 1982, 1994, 2006, 2018, 2030, etc. And to those who is keen to know how old 

I am, you guessed it right, 48. 

 

Dog is man's good friend who can understand the human's spirit and obey its master, whether he 

is wealthy or not. The Chinese regard it as an auspicious animal. If a dog happens to come to a 

house, it symbolizes the coming of fortune. The invincible God Erlang in Chinese legend used a 

loyal wolfhound to help him capture monsters.  

 

People born in the Year of the Dog are usually independent, sincere, loyal and decisive according 

to Chinese zodiac analysis. They are not afraid of difficulties in daily life. These shining 

characteristics make them have harmonious relationship with people around. 

  

1. Strengths 

Valiant, loyal, responsible, clever, courageous, lively 

 

2. Weaknesses 

Sensitive, conservative, stubborn, emotional 

 

And truly this year has been explosive year for DCL thus far because we have already nailed 2 

contract/ project and one pending. With all the above traits and personality, I personally look 

forward to this year with much excitement!! 

 

One of the most enjoyable moment is when I walk into a nicely decorated meeting room in a 

skyscraper or a landed property, clothe in smart sharp looking shirt & tie with bright colored pants 

to sign the contract agreement. This moment not only excites me but reminds me of the humble 

beginning and the purpose why I am here in this room signing this contract. My carnal 7 sec joy 

is quickly replaced by the faith my team has put in DCL mgmt and the purpose of DCL foundation 

which we all praise God for these blessings. My team and I feel belonged…… 

 

As we have progressed through 2Q of this FY with flying colours, the main event – improving 

margins, is being realized through several initiatives we have deployed. Other than introducing 

new vendors into our profile, change of staff R&R, improving OS, enforcing MS, paying more 

attention to HR employment, I give full credits to my team for their undying passion and unnerving 

grit facing one of the toughest FY. Culture and mindset is the hardest thing to change and improve! 
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Whilst we go about our daily task, do take a moment from time-to-time, to reflect back on yourself 

and what is your maturity level today vs 2 years ago. If it’s still the same, means, you have been 

sleeping the past 2 years. Please get crackin’. If you have made great stride in improvement, 

continue on the journey of improvement. Never cease to improve! 

 

Above all, following up with my previous Newsletter, your diet is important. You may have all 

the above results and resume to showoff or bragging rights over a cuppa coffee with your old 

college mates, but with no health, it means nothing. So, what you eat is what you will become – 

always remember that! And here’s a simple diagram showing what you should be stuffing your 

stomach with. So, till then, be blessed always and stay healthy to enjoy your fruits of labour.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

BL Cheah 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


